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The optimization of scienti�c instruments is crucially important to increase the quality of measurements. A
major challenge for the development of these experimental tools is the precise determination of focal parameters.
Therefore, usage of an innovative technique that meets our requirements is desirable. Among intelligent algorithms,
arti�cial neural network (ANN) has an advantage of obtaining the optical parameters data with high accuracy. One
of the most popular geometries used in electrostatic optical devices is geometry with cylinder lenses. In this study,
the arti�cial neural network is applied for the �rst time to the subject of the magni�cation parameters of three-
element electrostatic cylinder lenses for a wide range of values of the applied voltages. ANN-based optimization has
been performed using Matlab/Simulink, and the performance analysis has also been conducted. High-performance
results have been achieved using ANN approach. The commercial simulation package SIMION software is used
as a data source for arti�cial neural network results. This approach provides new perspectives for the e�ective
solution for the problems related to electrostatic lenses with di�erent geometries.
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1. Introduction

Today's intelligent control systems have drawn a sig-
ni�cant interest in many �elds of physics. Surveys of
these intelligent systems have been conducted in nu-
clear physics [1�3], mathematical physics [4], medical
physics [5] and optical physics [6]. In addition, intelli-
gent systems can be applied to electrostatic lenses. A
charged particle beam focused with the aid of electro-
static lenses is has important applications in many ex-
perimental designs. Therefore, the optimum lens de-
signs have been extensively studied theoretically using
computer-based techniques [7�9]. As in most areas, ap-
plications of intelligent systems to optimize the lens de-
sign have gained popularity in recent years [10�12]. The
aim of this investigation is to �nd the focusing condition
of electrostatic lenses by using arti�cial neural networks
(ANNs). In this study, the arti�cial neural network is
employed for the �rst time to obtain electron optical pa-
rameters of three-element cylindrical lenses. The arti-
�cial neural network algorithm requires a set of known
input-output parameters, used to train and test the neu-
ral network. The electron ray-tracing simulation pack-
age SIMION software is used as a data source for the
neural network. It is also employed for validation of net-
work results [13]. This study focuses on the three-element
electrostatic zoom-lenses for a wide range of the applied
voltage values (V3/V1 and V2/V1). The proposed network
classi�es two modes of three-element lenses: focused and
unfocused condition. This method enables the determi-
nation of the unknown focusing condition by using known
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data with high-accuracy. It provides the time advantage
for the optimization of experimental lens designs.
This study is organized as follows. In Section 2, the

information of focal parameters for three-element lenses
and the fundamentals of neural networks are brie�y re-
viewed. In Section 3, the performance analysis results of
ANN algorithm are presented. Finally, conclusion and
recommendation of the issue of investigation of electron-
optical parameters using arti�cial neural networks are
given in Section 4.

2. Materials and method

The focal parameters of a lens system are basically de-
scribed with the �rst and second focal points (F1 and F2),
the object distance (P ), and image distance (Q). At �xed
image and object position, at least three-element lens can
maintain the magni�cation parameter. In this condition,
three-element lens systems can be used in experimental
tools as zoom lenses. A three-element electrostatic lens
with the diameter (D) is shown in Fig. 1. �A� shows the
length of the center lens with the half of the gap to each
side. The potentials Vi stand for the applied lens volt-
ages. P and Q are the object and image distances from
the center of the lens system, respectively.
In Figure 1, the electron trajectory in image plane (Q)

has a beam diameter (∆r), where the charged particles
are in�uenced by aberrations and distortions. Thus, de-
termination of the lens systems, used for focusing of a
beam of charged particles, requires the knowledge of the
calculation results of the potential function (Vr) through-
out the trajectory of particles. Up to now, the focal pa-
rameters of lenses have been obtained by various calcu-
lation methods. Some of the commonly used methods
for the solution of partial di�erential equation, are the
separation variables method [14], the boundary element
(BEM) [15], the �nite element method [16], the �nite
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di�erence method [17]. These methods have been used
to solve Laplace equation. In all of the above methods,
the SIMION program uses the �nite-di�erence method
by means of the nine-point relaxation techniques [13]. In
present work, the feed-forward arti�cial neural network
is trained and tested using the SIMION data.

Fig. 1. A schematic view of three-element cylindrical
lens system.

Arti�cial neural network approaches are generally used
for control of non-linear, complex, time-varying systems.
The arti�cial neural networks are based on a learning
of input-output logical behavior. Basically, ANNs are
modeled on the principles of behavior of human brain.
The neurons are principal elements in these networks,
just as neuronal cell. Signals are delivered from the in-
side to outside of biological cells by means of dendrites.
If incoming signal is bigger than the cell threshold, it
is transmitted to axon. The mathematical modeling of
this nervous system is the arti�cial neural network [18].
Arti�cial neurons have been arranged in multi-layers con-
sisting of input, hidden and output layers. Each neuron
from input layer is connected to a neuron from the hid-
den layer. Output layer processes data from the hidden
layer and generates an output.
In this study, feed-forward back propagation algo-

rithm [19] is used for the ANN architecture. The pro-
posed neural network is schematically represented in
Fig. 2. The input layer consists of two neurons (voltage
ratios; V3/V1 and V2/V1). Similarly, the output layer has
two neurons, focused and unfocused condition. In this
algorithm, all information for training is given and net-
work tunes the weights for optimum ANN outputs. The
sigmoid activation function (1/(1 + e−x)) is used both in
hidden and output layers. In the training stage, back-
propagation algorithm with Levenberg-Marquardt [20] is
used. When the ANN training process reaches to a min-
imum error, it is tested with the unknown data.
The �owchart of classi�cation of optical parameters

using ANN is shown in Fig. 3. Firstly, the feature selec-
tion is performed within various input and output values.
Then, the ANN architectures with di�erent hidden lay-
ers and activation functions are designed. After training
and testing of ANN with the data of SIMION software,
performance analysis through accuracy, sensitivity, speci-
�city, and MSE (Mean squared error) are done. Depend-
ing on these results, classi�cation process is terminated
or new ANN architecture is de�ned to obtain best clas-
si�cation results.

Fig. 2. The ANN schematic topology.

Fig. 3. Flowchart of classi�cation of optical parame-
ters using ANN.

3. Results

In the present work, the feed-forward back propaga-
tion learning algorithm has been used for the determi-
nation of focusing condition of three-element cylindrical
lenses, using �xed values of object (P/D = 5) and im-
age distance (Q/D = 5). Neural network toolbox in
MATLAB/Simulink software package has been used in
the study. To improve performance results, a normal-
ization technique is applied to input values. Input and
output data of ANN obtained from SIMION software are
divided into 70% training set, 15% validation set and
15% test set, consisting of 77, 16, and 16 samples. The
performance analysis of neural network is evaluated by
means of accuracy, sensitivity, speci�city, MSE and ROC
(Receiver operating characteristic) curve [18]. According
to the test results, the 2-10-2 ANN architecture has the
best results in classifying of optical parameters. Test re-
sults of this architecture have highest performance values
with 100% accuracy, 100% sensitivity, 100% speci�city,
and 0.030 MSE respectively. All performance results of
training and testing process for di�erent ANN architec-
ture are given in Table I.
In 2-10-2 architecture, all unknown samples are classi-
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TABLE IPerformance results of di�erent ANN
architecture.

Training Results Test Results

Archi- Accu- Sensi- Speci- MSE Accu- Sensi- Speci- MSE

tecture racy tivity �city racy tivity �city

2-2-2 85.7 96.9 77.8 0.116 93.8 100 90.9 0.069

2-4-2 94.8 96.9 93.3 0.062 87.5 100 77.8 0.121

2-6-2 88.3 88.2 88.4 0.096 87.5 83.3 90 0.091

2-8-2 94.8 100 90.9 0.054 93.8 100 90 0.071

2-9-2 93.5 100 88.6 0.044 93.8 100 90 0.053

2-10-2 94.2 100 95 0.075 100 100 100 0.030

2-12-2 87 100 76.2 0.091 93.8 100 91.7 0.065

�ed correctly. It is also understood from the 100% sensi-
tivity that designed neural network has the highest capa-
bility to identify those with the focused condition. Simi-
larly, 100% speci�city means the network has the highest
capability to identify those without the focused condi-
tion.
ROC analysis is also applied to measure classi�cation

ability of ANN. ROC analysis results for 2-10-2 ANN ar-
chitecture is given in Fig. 4. Obtained ROC curve draws
the true-positives (sensitivity) versus false-positives (1-
speci�city). Areas below the class 1 (focused condition)
and 2 lines (unfocused condition) demonstrate the best
predictive ability. The area under the test ROC curve is
1. It represents a perfect classi�cation result.

Fig. 4. ROC curve results of 2-10-2 ANN for (a) train-
ing dataset (b) validation dataset (c) test dataset (d) all
dataset.

4. Conclusion

In this study, the novel approach is performed to ob-
tain the zoom-lens properties of three-element cylindrical
electrostatic lenses. Beam diameter data in image plane
train the arti�cial neural network reasonably well and
the appropriate weights tune to obtain focusing condi-
tion of lens system. Using a di�erent number of hidden

layers, the network is evaluated to achieve best perfor-
mance with minimum error. The obtained 2-10-2 ANN
results are found to be in good agreement with the orig-
inal simulation data. This ANN approach is a perfect
method to determine the focusing condition. The results
show that the arti�cial neural networks are capable to
identify the optical property of electron beams in three-
element zoom lenses with high-performance values. The
network permits rapid solution (in a few seconds) to tune
optimum lens voltages for desirable lens condition. In the
future, this arti�cial neural networks method can be used
for di�erent types of lens system, as data analysis tool.
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